Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) often present destabilization and eruption of a global (or large-scale) magnetic structure in the solar atmosphere. Furthermore, the Earth-directed CMEs are the primary driver of the disastrous space weather. Here we report on five homologous CMEs. They initiated in the early phase of five homologous X-class flares seen in NOAA Active Region 9236 on 2000 November 24-26. The flares appeared between the main sunspot with positive magnetic field and the moat of the active region. We examined the magnetic evolution in the source active region for the first three of the five flare-CME events and found that the main magnetic changes are magnetic flux emergence in the form of moving magnetic features (MMFs) in the vicinity of the main positive magnetic field. There are three peaks in the flux (number) distribution of the emerging MMFs. If each peak corresponds to an X-class flare and associated halo CME, there is a time lag of 10 hr between flux emergence and flaring. The flux appearing in the form of MMFs is Mx, with a net flux of Ϫ 22
INTRODUCTION
Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are known as the most spectacular form of solar magnetic activity whose analog has not been clearly identified in other astrophysical objects (Wang et al. 2002) . Great efforts and important progress in CME studies have been made since the first detection of CMEs in the early 1970s (Rust & Hildner 1976; Wanger 1984; Kahler 1992; Gosling 1996) . However, it is still poorly understood how CMEs initiate. The reason for this lies in the fact that the CMEs are observed with a coronagraph above the occulting disk as projections on the sky plane. Based on these observations, it is difficult to correlate the observed CMEs with configuration and evolution of the underlying magnetic fields, which are believed to power the CMEs. The puzzles concerning the initiation of CMEs raise serious difficulties in any attempt to predict the Earth-directed mass ejections. As argued by Feynman & Martin, only with the disk identity of CME initiation can an accurate correlation of CMEs with the surface magnetism and activity be obtained (Feynman & Martin 1995) . Real progress in understanding the physics of CME initiation cannot be made before we have enough knowledge about CME-associated magnetic changes on the solar surface. Recently, efforts to associate CMEs with surface sources have started to be made (Dere et al. 1997; Delannée & Aulanier 1999; Innes et al. 1999 Innes et al. , 2001 Maia et al. 1999; Delannée, Delaboudinière, & Lamy 2000; Zhang, Wang, & Nitta 2001) .
The definition of homologous flaring states that members of a series must have the same main footpoints as defined by Ha or EUV kernels. They must also share the same general shape in the main phase as defined by Ha ribbons or EUV images (Woodgate et al. 1984) . Wang et al. (2002) first reported on homologous CMEs, and they defined the homologous CMEs as follows: (1) each member of homologous CMEs must associate with a member of a homologous flare, (2) extended EUV (X-ray) dimming must be similar among the homologous CME and flare, and (3) the coronagraph appearances of the homologous CME and flare must also resemble each other. Moving magnetic features (MMFs) are small magnetic elements that are carried away from the sunspot to the periphery by plasma flows (Vrabec 1971; Harvey & Harvey 1973; Muller & Mena 1987; Brickhouse & LaBonta 1988; Lee 1992) . There are two kinds of MMFs: unipolar and mixed polarity (Harvey & Harvey 1973; Ryutova et al. 1998; Yurchyshyn, Wang, & Goode 2001) . The model by Harvey & Harvey (1973) suggests that magnetic flux is removed from the sunspot at the photospheric level. This would produce pairs of MMFs in which magnetic elements of polarity opposite to that of the sunspot tend to be formed farther out. An alternative possibility was suggested by Wilson (1973 Wilson ( , 1986 . In this case, the magnetic flux tube is detached from the main bundle of tubes well below the surface. The detached tubes float turbulently to the surface developing twists and kinks, which then are seen as MMFs. Spruit, Title, & van Ballegooijen (1987) assumed that a large loop rises from the convection zone and breaks into many small loops as it crosses the surface. Unfortunately, the true nature of MMFs is still an open question.
Fast and furious action was observed in NOAA Active Region 9236 on 2000 November 24-26, when the region not only produced numerous bright jets visible in the EUV, but also five homologous X-class flares. At least five halo CMEs (Nitta & Hudson 2002) were recorded by the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) Large Angle and Spectrometric Coronagraph (LASCO) Experiment. Here we report five homologous CMEs that are identified to be associated with the five homologous X-class flares, we show the magnetic evolution in the source region of the homologous flare-CME events.
The high-resolution UV observations were obtained from the Transition Region and Coronal Explorer (TRACE) satellite (Handy et al. 1999) . TRACE offers an unprecedented opportunity to learn the fine structure and dynamics of the corona and transition region. The 1600 Å images used in this study have spatial resolution of 1Љ .0, temporal resolution of 20-60 s, and fields of view . The full-disk EUV images, coronagraphs, and 8Ј .5 # 8Ј .5 high-resolution line-of-sight magnetic field observations were taken by the EUV Imaging Telescope (EIT), LASCO, and the Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI) on board SOHO. Detailed descriptions of these instruments are provided by Delaboudinière et al. (1995) , Brueckner et al. (1995) , and Scherrer et al. (1995) .
THE PROPERTIES OF HOMOLOGOUS FLARE-CME EVENTS
The homology of the five CMEs is concluded from their general resemblance in the three key aspects: the associated surface activity, the solar disk signature, and the coronagraph appearance. First, each CME was associated with an X-class flare, and the five associated flares were homologous. Figure 1 demonstrates the generally similar shape and the identical location of the flare ribbons relative to the active region structures. The first column (from left to right) shows three flares observed by TRACE at the 1600 Å wavelength, on 2000 November 24. The second column shows five flares observed by SOHO/EIT, from 2000 November 24 to 26; three windows outline the fields of view of the TRACE 1600 Å images shown in the first column. Second, the five CMEs exhibited similar extended EUV dimming, which is shown in the third column. Arrows indicate dimming regions. Third, the five CMEs resemble each other in appearance in LASCO images (see Fig. 1, fourth column) . They all manifested themselves as halo CMEs as NOAA AR 9236 was not far from the central meridian. Each later CME appeared as a magnification of the former. The behavior is exactly the same as in the homologous CMEs reported by Wang et al. (2002) . As the active region rotated to the limb, the weight centers of the CMEs shifted slightly from the north to the equator.
A traditional back extrapolation of the CME fronts is used to roughly infer the CME onset time and the projected ejection velocity for each CME. Table 1 shows the main properties of the five homologous flare-CME events. Although several factors have limited the accuracy of the extrapolation, such as the rather poor temporal resolution of EIT and LASCO data, the uncertainty of the CME initiated height, and the angle between the ejection and the sky plane, the data display that each CME initiated around the time of the early phase of the corresponding flare.
MOVING MAGNETIC FEATURES IN THE SOURCE REGION OF THE FIVE FLARE-CME EVENTS
The active region NOAA AR 9236, a large, fast-growing beta region consisting of a large leader spot and smaller trailing spots, emerged on the eastern limb of the Sun on 2000 November 19. Full-disk MDI magnetograms show that at the early phase of this active region evolution, the leader spot with positive polarity flux was simple and isolated, and there is almost no opposite polarity flux near its boundary. However, MMFs emerged successively around the leader spot just after the spot first appeared at the solar surface. On 2000 November 23, the active region was located near the solar center, and some negative flux developed around the leader positive spot due to the successive emergence of MMFs. At this time, violent activity started. In Figure 2 we compare a TRACE 1600 Å image with an MDI magnetogram on 2000 November 24. The UV brightening (shown by ellipses in the UV image) always appears at sites where opposite polarity magnetic patches (indicated by ellipses in magnetogram) cancel. TRACE and SOHO/EIT observations show that these bright points subsequently extended and developed into an X2.1 flare at 04:55 UT, the first X-class flare of the five. The other four flares also developed from bright points. These bright points were located near the positions of those of the first flare. To show the magnetic evolution on some key sites, we present in Figure 3 the time series of MDI magnetograms in the region shown by a window in Figure 2 . There are four relatively large magnetic patches (shown by arrows and circles in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively, and marked by numbers 1-4) and several MMFs. It is identified from the history of magnetic evolution that the four patches (1-4) are the collections of the elements of MMFs. Patch 1 first appeared at 13:16 UT on 2000 November 23. From 18:28 to 23:38 UT, many small magnetic elements merge with the former part of patch 1, thus making the flux increasingly large. Patches 2-4 undergo a similar evolution process as patch 1. The interaction among these magnetic fields produces several bright points (e.g., b1, b2, and b3 in Fig. 2) , the early appearances of the first flare.
We use here a 2 day (from 2000 November 23 to 24) sequence of high-resolution MDI magnetograms (0Љ .625 per CCD pixel and 1 minute per line-of-sight magnetogram) to study the magnetic evolution of NOAA AR 9236, the source region of five flare-CME events. The obvious magnetic changes in the course of the events are magnetic flux emergence in the form of MMFs. From the sequence of magnetograms studied, we can see that most elements of MMFs appear as clusters of mixed polarity. Some elements are born as small ephemeral regions. We are able to follow 452 MMFs from birth to death and measure the flux of each element. About 2.1 # 10 Figure 4 presents the hour-averaged emerging flux and the number of MMFs. There are three peaks in both the flux (P1, P2, and P3) and number (N1, N2, and N3) distributions in temporal evolution. The dotted curve shows the mean relative intensity of TRACE 1600 Å emission, inside the region shown in the first column of Figure 1 . The three peaks of intensity represent three flares: F1, F2, and F3. If the peaks of flux (number) distribution correspond to the flares, e.g., P1 (N1) corresponds to F1, P2 (N2) to F2, and P3 (N3) to F3, we can say that the MMFs appear about 10 hr prior to the corresponding flare. Support for this idea is obtained from Figures 2 and  3 , which show that the bright points b1, b2, and b3, which represent the early stage of the first flare, are triggered by MMFs. In most cases, the MMFs emerge about 5 hr before the corresponding bright points. The bright points first appear about 6-7 hr before the flare. During the time when the later two flares happened, NOAA AR 9236 was out of the field of view of the high-resolution MDI magnetograph. However, fulldisk MDI observations show that in the active region, the magnetic evolution pattern during the later two flare onsets was similar to that of the earlier three flares.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The solar events on 2000 November 24-26 exhibit simultaneous and homologous flares and CMEs. These events provide a good opportunity to study the surface magnetic activity that results in the successive magnetic instability. In this Letter we examine the magnetic evolutions in the course of the solar events, with an emphasis on the evolutions that characterize this homologous flare-CME active region. We suggest that the homologous flare-CME events are triggered by the successive emergence of MMFs.
A flare will erupt when new magnetic flux emerges within or adjacent to the unipolar magnetic fields in an orientation favorable for reconnection (Feynman & Martin 1995) . Flux cancellation in the vicinity of a neutral line is suggested to be a necessary condition for flare onset. The association of flares and cancelling magnetic fields was first noted by Martin, Livi, & Wang (1985) and was later discussed by Livi et al. (1989) and Wang & Shi (1993) . Feynman & Martin (1995) and Wang & Sheeley (1999) identified the association of emerging flux and CMEs. However, very few systematic efforts to identify the distribution and evolution of surface magnetic flux that leads to CME initiation have been made so far.
Our observations show that on November 24, when three X-class flares took place, flux cancellation was observed at many sites. Moreover, the TRACE 1600 Å brightenings always appear at the sites of cancelling magnetic features. This indicates that some energy release takes place at the sites of flux cancellation. Thus, magnetic reconnection must have taken place in cancelling magnetic features. Wang & Shi (1993) presented a two-step reconnection scenario for the flare process. The first-step reconnection takes place in the photosphere, or lower atmosphere, which manifests itself as flux cancellation observed in the photosphere. It is slow but continuous. This slow reconnection might convert the magnetic energy into heat and kinetic energy; but more importantly, it transports the magnetic energy and complexity into the larger scale magnetic structure higher in the corona. The second-step reconnection, which is explosive in nature and directly responsible for transient solar activities, can take place only when some critical status is achieved in the corona. The key idea of these authors is the overwhelming importance of magnetic reconnection in the lower atmosphere in the energy process of explosive solar activities.
We suggest that at the time the flare-CME events happened, NOAA AR 9236 consisted of at least three kinds of magnetic structures: (1) active region loops (ARLs), connecting the leader spot and smaller trailing spots; (2) a moat, developed from the collections of former MMFs; and (3) MMFs. These three kinds of structures are the key interplaying entities in the homologous CMEs. The MMFs are the driver, while the moat and ARLs are the responders that are energized by "helicity charging" in a slow magnetic reconnection with the driver. With the increase of self-helicity, the ARLs grow and erupt outward when the helicity exceeds a certain magnitude. This instability characterizes the early phase of the CMEs. The magnetic skeleton remains, and the basic processes repeat as long as the MMFs keep emerging. In each CME, only a fraction of ARLs are involved, but more and more fractions are energized and erupt in successive CMEs.
